




























































































































































































































study of accuracy for measurement
Evaluation of
　sound field
Application of design method
Decision of design items

































































































Fig.2.2　Conceptual flow-diagram for CAD software.
６






































V-list : 3 dimensional　coordinate data of vertexes.
Number of planes
／
x coordinate. Y coordinate Z coordinate





Nv-list : normal vector of walls.
Number of planes
Attribute : Attribute data of planes: frequency characteristics,











F-list : First and last vertex number of a plane.





C-list : 3 dimensional coordinate data of crosspoints and delay time.
Number of crosspoints




















Ldc-ptr : First and last pointer list of reflections.































Fig.2.6　Judgement whether crosspoint (ｃ)
　　　　　　iswithin polygon or not.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　11



























Fig.2.8 Configuration of sound source (x),its Image (ｘ')
　　　and receiving point (y).
　　　　　　　　13



































































（ａ）　Relation between calculation time and order of reflections.












































Fig.2. １２　Reflection from ａ
　　　　　　single wall.
Fig.2. １３　Sound-ray path from sound
　　　　　　　　source. to receiving point up
　　　　　　　　tosecond order.
　　　　　　　　(Imageｍｅthod)





































































Ｚ(a) Delay time O～10 ms
　　　　　　Z









































































































S = 741.703 (m^)
V/S = 1.54518 (m)































































































Ei・sin(? i・l coｓφi I .　7r /2＜φi<37t/2　(3-4)
　LC＝10・log(ΣLCi/ΣEi）　･(3-5)
　FC = 10・log(ΣFCi/ΣEi）｡(3-6)




























































(b) Height = 35 m
BC
Fig.3.3　Spatial distribution of four kinds of physical values.












































Fig.3.4　Relation between average physical value















(a) Height = 15 m (b) Height =!5ｍ
Fig.3.5　Spatial　distribution　of physical





























Fig.3.6　Relation between average physical value























Fig.3.7　Spatial distribution of physical values.
　　　　　　Widthof rectangular shaped room is varied from ｌＯｍ to ７０ｍ.













































Fig.3.8　Relation between average physical value
　　　　　　　andwi th of rectangular shaped room.
　　　　　　　　　　　　32
FC






































　　　　　　　Length of rectangular shaped room is
　　　　　　　variedfrom 10m to ７０ｍ.


































































１０ 30 50 　　70
－L[ｍ]
Fig.3.1 1　Relation between average physical value
　　　　　　　　andlength of rectangular shaped room. Fig.3.12
34
10 30 50 70
→ L[ｍ]
?????????????
Relation between average physical




























































Fig.3.1 ３ Relation between average value and (height/width)
　　　　　　ratio.Volume and length of rectangular shaped room
　　　　　　　are９０００ｍ３，３０ｍ constant respectively.






























Fig.3.14　Relation between average physical value
　　　　　　　ａｎｄ(height/ｗidth)rａtio.ｖolｕｍｅ(９０００?)，
　　　　　　　ceiling height (15m) and average absorption










































Fig.3. １５　Relation between average physical value
　　　　　　　ａｎｄ(length/ｗidth)rａtio.ｖolｕｍｅ(９０００?)，
　　　　　　　ceiling height (1 5 m) and average absorption























































OF SIDE WALLS [DEG]
? ?…????「???????
Fig.3.16　Relation between average physical value


















（c）Open angle = 45°
Fig.3.1７　Spatial　distribution　of physical　value
　　　　　　　　infa shaped room　whose open angle
　　　　　　　　isvaried from　１5-degree to 45-degree･
　　　　　　　　Volume(9000?), length (30 m) and


































Fig.3.18　Relation between average physical value












Fig.3. １９　Spatial　distribution　of physical values






































































Fig.3.2 １　　Spatial'distribution of L.C. in rectangular shaped room.



































S3　FROM STAGE END ［ｍ］
Fig.3.22　Relation between average physical value

























Fig.3.23　Relation between average physical value and
　　　　　　　positionof sound source. (Ｓ４-Ｓ６)
















































































































































































Fig.4.3 Frequency characteristics of

























(800～1 600 Hz band-noise)
0.5 1.0 1｡5　2.0 (sec)
　　　　　　　　ヽReverberationtime(RT)
Fig.4.4　Comparison of normalized difference limen




1≪Speech Speech　signal male voice.
2.Piano Liadov,”Orgel.”

































F.g.4.6　Examples of the probability density
　　　　　functions.
Fig.4.5　Flow chart for calculating
　　the distributionof instantaneous
　　　power level.























of time by which the root mean
square value is exceeded.
Time (sec)
Transitionof the percentage
of time by which the root mean
square value is exceeded.






































Fig.4.8　Ｅχamples of the distribution of the instantaneous
　　　　　　powerlevel.　（Ｔｈｅreference level (O dB) is the






























Fig.4.9　Physical　characteristics of the sound source signals･
































































































































１ ２ ３ ４ ５ ６ ７ ８ ９ 10 ｎ




















Fig.4.１３　Frequency characteristics of reverberation
　　　　　　　　timeof　12 halls.(Reverberation time of

































































^ Reverberation time （sec）
(b) Cello, flute, symphony
Fig.4.1 4　Relation between reverberation
　　　　　　　　timeand scale value. (These results












　　　　　　　onthe basis of scale value ”Ｏ”of the regression
　　　　　　　］Line.)
Sound　source Gradient 工ntercept Ｃｏｒ。coef. Rev.time
1.Speech 1.01 -0.97 0.97 0.96
2.Piano 1.04 -1.42 0.97 1.36
3.Violin 1.16 -1.73 0.99 1.49
4.Cello 1.17 -1.87 0.99 1.60
5.Flute 0.99 -1.94 0.97 1.96








　　　　　　　Percentage of time which exceeds
　　　　　　　the root mean square ｖalｕｅ（％）




























Fig.4.１６　Changes in percentage of time by which
　　　　　　　　theroot mean square value is exceeded














.2 .4 .6 .8 Time (sec) 1-0
Waveform of the sound signal recorded in anechoic room.
　0.0　　　　｡2　　　　　｡4　　　　｡6　　　　｡8 Time (sec) 1.0
　(b) Early reflection sound (40 msec delay) is added to the signal (a).











(a) Waveform of the sound signal




　　　　(b) Early reflectionsound (40 msec delay) is
　　　　　　added to the signal (ａ).
Fig.4.1 8　Effects of flute signal waveform












































125 250 500　　　1 k
Frｅqｕｅｎｃy(Hｚ)
２ｋ ４ｋ 8k

















































































































































front view side view








































































































































































Fig.6.1　Plan of sound field,with arrangement of sound source and receiving points
73


























































　　　　　　　　　　　　(b) Latentfactorsl and 3







































































































Fig.6.5　Changes in both factor loading and accumulated factor loading










































（b）　Latent factors l and 3
Fig.6.6　Arrangement of physical and psychological parameters after factor analysis
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